“David’s Concrete Innovations does it again”
Every year we sit down and look at all the things we do to provide the products
you have come to depend on us for. We retire some old favorites when they get
tired, and add new items or improve others to make them more appealing, user
friendly, and profitable. Some of the best ideas have come from you, our
customers. Sometimes you have to ask very insistently to get our attention and
we eventually come around if it can be done. Thank you for your help and input
in the past, we are always interested in your needs.

Back By Popular Demand,
1 Piece Precast Concrete
“Safety Steps”
36” and 48” wide selections, ( all 7” risers )
One step to five step selections ( more choices coming )
With and without stoop options ( more choices coming )
Textured step surfaces for slip resistance
Fiber mesh and wire reinforced
“Add to your order” no minimum on step quantities
We now have railings 4 & 5 tread steps. These sturdy railings are made from
steel with a black powder coating finish for years of durability.
“Free” forklift bracket with your first step order of $1000.00

Remember, we also feature the “VOBB Easy Step” system which allows you
stack and build your steps on site without the difficulty of delivery and set-up.
Visit WWW.VOBB.COM and see!

PRECAST CONCRETE
STEPS
36" Wide - 7"riser
1 Step - no stoop
2 step - no stoop
2 step - with stoop

2 STEP - WITH STOOP

3 step - no stoop

48" Wide - 7"riser
2 step - no stoop
2 step - with stoop
3 step - no stoop
3 step - with stoop
4 step - with stoop
5 step - with stoop

3 STEP - WITH STOOP

SLIP RESISTANCE TEXTURED SURFACE

DAVID’S PATIO, LTD.
888-327-2846

NOW AVAILABLE
PRECAST
CONCRETE
STEP

STEEL RAILINGS
With Black Powder Coat Finish
(Hardware not included)

#8196 4-STEP W/STOOP
________/per side
#8197 5-STEP W/STOOP
________/per side

DAVID’S CONCRETE INNOVATIONS
DIVISION OF DAVID’S PATIO, LTD.

PRECAST CONCRETE STEPS
The weights for Precast Concrete Steps are as follows:
Dimensions = 7” Riser X Number of Steps for height, 12” Step Surface Depth
Stoop depth – 25” No stoop depth – 12”
36” One Step = 158 lbs
36” Two step = 291 lbs
36” Two step with Stoop = 391 lbs
36” Three step = 628 lbs
36” Three Step with Stoop = 728 lbs

48” Two Step = 391 lbs
48” Two Step with Stoop = 491 lbs
48” Three Step = 728 lbs
48” Three Step with Stoop = 828 lbs
48” Four Step = 1032 lbs
48” Four Step with Stoop = 1132 lbs
48” Five Step = 1292 lbs
48” Five Step with Stoop = 1392 lbs
SLIP RESISTANCE TEXTURED SURFACE WITH SEALED SURFACE TO
PROTECT AGAINST FREEZE AND SALT APPLICATIONS.

